The Gamma-Ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST), set to launch in early 2008, detects gamma rays within a huge energy range of 100 MeV -300 GeV.
Background cosmic radiation interferes with such detection resulting in confusion over distinguishing cosmic from gamma rays encountered. This quandary is resolved by encasing GLAST's Large Area Telescope (LAT) with an Anti-Coincidence Detector (ACD), a device which identifies and vetoes charged particles. The ACD accomplishes this through plastic scintillator tiles; when cosmic rays strike, photons produced induce currents in Photomulitplier Tubes (PMTs) attached to these tiles. However, as GLAST orbits Earth at altitudes ~550km and latitudes between -26° and 26°, it will confront the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), a region of high particle flux caused by trapped radiation in the geomagnetic field. Since the SAA flux would degrade the sensitivity of the ACD's PMTs over time, a determined boundary enclosing this region need be attained, signaling when to lower the voltage on the PMTs as a protective measure. The operational constraints on such a boundary require a convex SAA polygon with twelve edges, whose area is minimal ensuring GLAST has maximum observation time. The AP8 and PSB97 models describing the behavior of trapped radiation were used in analyzing the SAA and defining a convex SAA boundary of twelve sides. The smallest possible boundary was found to cover 14.58% of GLAST's observation time. Further analysis of defining a boundary safety margin to account for inaccuracies in the models reveals if the total SAA hull area is increased by ~20%, the loss of total observational area is < 5%. These twelve coordinates defining the SAA flux region are ready for implementation by the GLAST satellite.
II. INTRODUCTION
The universe contains a myriad of exotic entities, some able to produce enormous amounts of energy. Gamma-ray radiation, generated by such objects as black holes, neutron stars, and relativistic hot gas, is the most energetic form of radiation. The
Gamma-ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST) seeks to unravel mysteries behind such extraordinary phenomena in order to better understand the high-energy world and how it affects the behavior of the universe. Set to launch in early 2008, the GLAST satellite is highly sensitive to gamma rays within an approximate energy range of 100MeV-300GeV [1] . Being 30-100 times more sensitive than any previous gamma ray telescope, GLAST aims at locating gamma ray sources throughout the universe and studying their properties [1] .
A key component of GLAST is its outer detector layer, called the AntiCoincidence Detector (ACD), whose purpose is to efficiently identify and disregard incident charged particles. In order to maximize its veto capabilities, the ACD consists of 89 plastic scintillator tiles, for which signals produced in them are read out by Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) [2] . When the scintillators encounter an influx of charged particles, photons are produced which pass into the PMT. Upon entering, the photons encounter the photocathode, causing electrons to be ejected via the photoelectric effect.
These electrons proceed towards an increasingly positive series of dynodes, generating a cascade of electrons [3] . This amplification of electrons generates a measurable current which indicates when an "unwanted" particle has been received by the ACD. About its orbit, GLAST will encounter many such charged particles; the particles of greatest concern to GLAST are those that have been captured by the geomagnetic field.
Earth's magnetic field acts as a shield from solar and cosmic particles, either by deflecting or trapping them. When such energetically charged particles become trapped, their movement is controlled by the magnetospheric magnetic field and the aggregate of particles forms regions above Earth known as the inner and outer Van Allen radiation belts. The trajectory of a trapped particle residing in these belts is described by gyration along magnetic field lines and gradual longitudinal drifts westward or eastward (for ions or electrons, respectively) [4] . The toroidal surfaces generated from this kind of motion are called drift shells. In order to describe the behavior of trapped radiation, the McIlwain coordinate system for dipole/non-dipole situations can be applied. This system identifies the coordinates (B,L) , for which B represents the relative magnetic field intensity with respect to the magnetic equator, and L signifies the equatorial radius of a drift shell [4] . It is important to note that a particle always remains on the same drift shell, which is different than a magnetic shell. A unique effect of the characteristic properties of the geomagnetic field is a phenomenon called the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), a portion of the inner Van Allen radiation belt that approaches closest to the Earth's surface.
A common problem affecting satellites (and in particular GLAST's ACD) occurs when their orbit crosses the SAA. At this altitude, the flux of radiation is significantly higher than anywhere else due to both the offset center of the geomagnetic field and its tilt from Earth's axis [5] . Passing through this high radiation environment degrades the sensitivity and thus performance of the ACD by inducing high currents in the PMTs. To prevent this, the ACD must be turned off from survey mode when it encounters the SAA zone, which contributes to lost observation time. In order to maximize GLAST's period of observation, precision is necessary in determining the smallest possible polygonal boundary of the SAA region.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

a) Models
To determine the SAA boundary region for GLAST, models of trapped radiation are applied. The standard models of radiation belt energetic particles are the AP-8 and AE-8 models, for protons and electrons, respectively. These models produce omnidirectional fluxes as functions of the geomagnetic coordinates, B/B o and L, where
. They map fluxes in the energy range 0.04 MeV -7 MeV for electrons and 0.1 MeV -400 MeV for protons. Being able to cover this energy range is a significant improvement from older AP models (i.e. AP-1,5,6, and 7), which contain large discrepancies in the energy spectra [7] . Another feature of this model is that it can describe solar maximum/minimum cycles; however, time variations beyond solar cycles are not considered. All data is taken from nearly two dozen satellites from the sixties and seventies [7] . 3 In addition to the standard model, the PSB97 model is also used. This model specifically maps low altitude proton fluxes in the energy range between 18 MeV -500
MeV, and is restricted to fluxes during solar minimum conditions [8] . Data for this model is taken from the SAMPEX satellite. Geomagnetic field models are necessary to translate geographical coordinates of fluxes into geomagnetic coordinates. For that purpose, the IGRF-10 is used throughout this work [9] . However, since the population of high-energy charged particles ( > 10 MeV) stably trapped by the geomagnetic field mainly consists of protons, most of the energy acquired by GLAST's ACD is due to protons. Therefore, the following investigation is restricted to SAA proton fluxes.
b) Operational Constraints
As such models can be used to provide visuals of the approximate boundary of the SAA, they do not actually calculate a boundary of the type required by GLAST. The
GLAST requires all enclosing edges of this boundary region to be convex to prevent passing through the SAA more than once per orbit. In order to do this, one must calculate the convex hull of the SAA region. A convex hull is the smallest convex set that includes a given set of points [10] . Figure 1 represents a 3D convex hull, where the overall shape is determined by the extreme (or outer) points in the set [11] . For the purpose of attaining the SAA boundary, simply finding a 2D hull of the SAA is necessary. Python scripts evaluate all points in a grid of latitudes (-26°, 26°) and longitudes (-180°, 180°) that have fluxes larger than 1 particle/(cm 2 s), and places these points in a set for determining the convex hull. In addition to being convex, another technical requirement for this polygon is that it must have twelve edges.
c) The Algorithm
Various convex hull algorithms have been produced, some faster than others. Figure 2 is a representation of this procedure [12] .
IV. RESULTS
Before the actual convex hull is attained, it is necessary to test the accuracy of the two available models (AP8 and PSB97). Two concerns that must be considered when defining this boundary are the disparities at solar maximum/minimum conditions and those that arise after extended time periods. Figure 4 compares changes in the SAA at solar minimum and solar maximum using the AP8 model, with the gray contour representing solar minimum conditions and the blue contour lines defining the solar maximum situation. At solar maximum, the size of the SAA is predicted to decrease due to increased particle interaction with the Earth's upper atmosphere. These interactions cause erosion of the SAA's outer edges, whose effects are verified by Figure 4 . Since the flux region at solar maximum never expands past the solar minimum flux region, this factor is ignored in defining the SAA boundary and thus is no longer a concern.
Another potential concern regards shifts in the SAA over large temporal intervals.
As mentioned above, protons have a slow longitudinal westward drift, which is a ~0.3°
shift per year [4] . The next three figures, Figures 6-8 , exemplify the evolution of the defined SAA boundary from an n-sided polygon to the desired 12-sided polygon. To account for uncertainties in the models, each point with a flux > 1 particle/(cm 2 s) in either the two models is considered inside the SAA. Each point on a densely spaced grid of latitudes and longitudes is classified based on this condition as lying inside or outside the SAA and the convex hull enclosing all inner points is calculated by the QuickHull algorithm. Figure 6 shows an attained n-sided polygon defined by the blue line, which encloses the green region containing all points in the SAA with fluxes > 1 particle/(cm 2 s). Figure 7 compares the previously attained n-sided convex hull from Figure 6 with the reduced 12-sided convex polygon. To achieve this reduction, the area loss is < 0.01%, which signifies that the technical requirement of the GLAST to be bounded by a 12-edge polygon does not decrease GLAST's total observational time by any substantial amount. Table 1 for exact coordinates).
One safety measure that can be applied to account for uncertainties in these models' predictions is determining a suitable margin of error for this boundary. Again, python scripts were used in developing scaled versions of the SAA polygon. An example can be seen in Figure 9 , which shows the possibility of an SAA hull expanded in all directions (except the hull's base) by 3°. Table 1 compares the twelve unscaled vertices of the SAA polygon with the twelve SAA vertices scaled by 1°, 3°, and 5°. The impact of having such a safety margin can be further analyzed from Table 2 , which gives a range of scaled amounts, from 0.5° -5°. For example, if the SAA polygon were actually to be scaled by 3°, this would account for an increase in SAA area by ~13%, but the total loss in observational time (measured by the loss in observational area) would be roughly 2.25%. Even if the SAA boundary were scaled by 5°, which would increase the area by ~22%, the loss of observational time is still comfortably < 5%.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this project was to meticulously define a 12-edge convex SAA polygonal boundary of minimum area in order to ensure maximum observational time for GLAST. The vertices defining this polygon are noted in Table 1 . By utilizing these coordinates in its software, GLAST will know when to lower the voltages of the ACD and thus when it should be shut off from survey mode during the time spent crossing over the SAA high flux zone. This will ensure lasting efficiency of the ACD, which itself strives to protect and support efficiency of GLAST's ability to take data.
Coordinates revealed above were derived based on the operational constraints of GLAST to have a polygonal boundary with twelve sides, be convex, and only consider latitudes of (-26°, 26°) and longitudes of (-180°, 180°). Conditions at solar maximum did not affect the definition of this boundary, nor did large spans of time; these concerns were left behind when the convex hull was actually determined. After an n-sided SAA polygon was defined using the AP8/PSB97 trapped radiation models and the QuickHull algorithm, a concern arose regarding a potentially considerable loss in observational area when the hull is reduced from n sides to twelve. However, this concern is quelled by the fact that twelve edges can be almost directly drawn on top of the n-edged polygon, resulting in a total observational area loss of < 0.01%. The determined SAA boundary of minimum area was found to cover 14.58% of GLAST's observation time. Further analysis entails deciding an appropriate safety margin for the SAA boundary due to possible errors within the models. Results show that scaling the SAA polygon by 0.5° -5° can increase polygonal area in a range between ~ 2% -22%. However, for this range of scaling, 
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